The effect of time-dependent temperatures on surface waves is investigated. Nonlinear stability analysis is performed to describe waves propagating along the interface between two fluids in the presence of mass and heat transfer. Due to the presence of periodic forces, resonance interaction is balanced. The use of a multiple-scales method yields different nonlinear Schrödinger equations. Two parametric nonlinear Schrödinger equations are derived in resonance cases. One of these equations has not been treated before. Its stability criteria depending on linear perturbation are derived. A classical nonlinear Schrödinger equation is derived in the nonresonance case. Stability conditions are obtained analytically and investigated numerically. It is shown that the resonance point depends on the external frequency and that, for Ω ≈ 2ω and Ω ≈ ω, where Ω and ω are the external and disturbance frequency, the external frequency has stabilizing and destabilizing effects, respectively.
Introduction
Many transport processes exist in nature and in industrial applications in which the transfer of heat and mass occurs simultaneously as a result of combined buoyancy effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion of chemical species. In the last decade, intensive research efforts have been devoted to problems in heat and mass transfer in view of their application to astrophysics, geophysics and engineering. The phenomenon of heat and mass transfer also occurs in chemical processes such as food processing. In engineering applications, the concentration differences are created either by injecting foreign gases or by coating the surface with evaporating material due to the heat of the surface. In practice, hydrogen, helium, water-vapour, oxygen, ammonia etc., are foreign gases which are injected in the air-flowing past bodies.
When two fluids are divided by an interface, the interfacial stability is usually discussed neglecting heat and mass transfer across the interface. The mechanism of heat and mass transfer across an interface (e. g. gas-liquid interface) is of great importance in many environmental processes. These include boilers, condensers, evaporators, gas absorbers, pipelines, chemical reactors, nuclear reactors, and problems such as the 0932-0784 / 08 / 0900-0575 $ 06.00 c 2008 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com aeration of rivers and seas. In most cases of practical importance the liquid is turbulent and transport across the gas-liquid interface is governed by the liquid side. As a result, the characteristics of turbulence in liquid flows near the interface are significant in understanding the transport across the gas-liquid interface.
Nowadays, a number of attempts are made to predict the heat and mass transfer coefficients at a gas-liquid interface theoretically and experimentally. Experimentally, Fortescue and Pearson [1] measured mass transfer coefficients for gas absorption in water tunnels, and Rashidi [2] in natural streams. In these researches, no measurements on the turbulence structure were made. Salazar and Marshall [3] and Komori et al. [4] measured a few turbulence characteristics by means of hot film velocimetry and optical methods. However, these investigations are not complete because of the difficulty of making accurate measurements of turbulence at and near free surfaces, and because the turbulence structure has not been clarified experimentally.
The effect of mass and heat transfer across the interface should be taken into account in stability discussions. However, with linear analysis, the stability criteria remain the same as in the case with neglect of heat and mass transfer across the interface. Hsieh [5] found that when the vapour region is hotter than the liquid region, as is usually, the effect of mass and heat transfer tends to inhibit the growth of instability. Korichi and Oufer [6] studied the heat transfer enhancement in an oscillating flow in a channel with periodical upper and lower walls. It is clear that such a uniform model based on a linear theory is inadequate to explain the mechanism involved, and a nonlinear theory is needed to reveal the effect of heat and mass transfer on the stability of the system. However, Hsieh [7, 8] formulated the general problem of interfacial fluid flow with mass and heat transfer; the model was then applied to stability analysis of both Rayleigh-Taylor and KelvinHelmholtz problems in film boiling and heat transfer. For the case of the Rayleigh-Taylor stability problem, Hsieh found that the simplified version retains the essential feature that, although the effect of mass and heat transfer tends to reduce the growth rate of instability, the criterion for stability is still the same as in the classical results. For this formulation, the effect of mass and heat transfer is revealed through a single parameter, α. Thus, the correlation of experimental data would be greatly facilitated by these simplifications. Following Hsieh [5, 7, 8] , Mohamed et al. [9, 10] and Elhefnawy and Moatimid [11] investigated the nonlinear electro-hydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor instability with mass and heat transfer.
Here we reinvestigate the Hsieh [8] problem for the nonlinear Rayleigh-Taylor instability, but in the presence of time-dependent mass and heat transfer. The temperature at the rigid boundaries is periodic in time.
The phenomenon of parametric resonance arises in many branches of physics and engineering. One of the important problems is the dynamic instability which is the response of mechanical and elastic systems to time-varying loads, especially periodic loads. There are cases in which the introduction of a small vibration loading can stabilize a system, which is statically unstable, or destabilize a system, that is statically stable. The treatment of the parametric excitation system having many degrees of freedom and distinct natural frequencies is usually operated by using the multiple time scales as given by Nayfeh [12] . The behaviour of such systems, in linear theory, is described by an equation of the Hill or Mathieu type [13, 14] . The effect of a periodic electric field with mass and heat transfer on the linear Rayleigh-Taylor instability was investigated by Moatimid [15] . He demonstrated that the coefficient of mass and heat transfer has a destabilizing effect.
In the nonlinear theory, the stability of parametric excitation is described by parametric nonlinear Schrödinger equations [16 -20] . El-Dib [21] discussed the nonlinear interfacial instability of two superposed electrified fluids stressed by a periodic electric field. Based on the method of multiple scales, two nonlinear Schrödinger equations are derived in the nonresonance case. The necessary and sufficient conditions for stability are obtained. It is noted that the constant electric field plays a dual role in the stability analysis, and the field frequency changes the mechanism due to the dual role of the electric field. El-Dib [22] discussed the sub-harmonic response of two resonant modes of interfacial gravity-capillary waves between two electrified fluids of infinite depth under the influence of a constant horizontal electric field. Elhefnawy et al. [23] reinvestigated El-Dib's work [21] taking into account the effect of mass and heat transfer. Recently, Moatimid [24] investigated the stability of two rigidly rotating magnetic fluid columns in the presence of mass and heat transfer. His boundary-value problem leads to a transcendental differential equation. Therefore, the method of multiple scales is adopted to determine the stability conditions. In addition, the stability properties of ferromagnetic fluids in the presence of an oblique mass and heat transfer was investigated by Moatimid [25] . His analysis revealed the case of a uniform magnetic field as well as a periodic one. A most recent work on this topic was also introduced by Moatimid [26] . His system is composed of a streaming dielectric fluid sheet of finite thickness embedded between two different streaming finite dielectric fluids. The interface permits mass and heat transfer. His analysis revealed that the sheet thickness and mass and heat transfer parameters have a dual influence on the stability picture, especially at small values of the wavenumber. Mahmoud [27] studied the nonlinear Rayleigh-Taylor instability of two fluids with cylindrical interface under the effect of a periodic radial magnetic field. In all these studies, the frequency of the periodic electric field, the periodic magnetic field and the periodic acceleration have played a destabilizing influence on the nonlinear stability picture. In our current research, we found another role for the temperature frequency.
Basic Equations
The derivation of the dynamical system for timedependent mass and heat transfer is presented in this section. A two-dimensional wave motion of inviscid fluids confined between two parallel planes at y = −h 1 and y = h 2 is performed. The fluids are homogeneous, incompressible and exhibit interfacial tension.
At equilibrium, the interfacial surface exhibits a plane at y = 0. The fluid of density ρ (1) occupies the region −h 1 < y < 0, and the fluid of density ρ (2) the region 0 > y > h 2 . Due to a small departure from equilibrium the interface is given by
(
The periodic temperatures at y = h 2 , y = −h 1 and y = 0 are εT (2) cos Ωt, εT (1) cos Ωt and εT (0) cos Ωt, respectively, where Ω is the external frequency and ε is a small dimensionless parameter which measures the temperatures amplitude. The motion is assumed to be irrotational; hence the basic equations governing the flow are
where φ is the velocity hydrostatic field potential. The velocity potential satisfies the conditions
The interfacial conditions obtained from the conservation of mass and momentum are given by [7] 
where σ is the surface tension coefficient, R 1 and R 2 are the two principal radii of curvature for the interface, and P (1) and P (2) are the hydrostatic pressure of the lower and upper fluids, respectively. The interfacial condition for energy transfer is given by
where L is the latent heat released when the fluid is transformed from phase 1 to phase 2. The left-hand side of (7) represents the net flux from the interface into the fluid regions when such a phase transformation is present. This quantity is taken to be approximately expressible in terms of the balance of heat fluxes in the fluid regions if the system is instantaneously in dynamic equilibrium. Let us express F(η) in terms of a power series expansion of η. We can rewrite (7) as
The coefficients α, α 2 and α 3 are given by
where G is the equilibrium heat flux and K (1) and K (2) are the lower and upper thermal conductivities, respectively.
To suggest the nonlinear interactions of small but finite amplitude waves, we apply the method of multiple scales. Nayfeh [28] applied the same method to the classical Rayleigh-Taylor problem with two immiscible fluids. The perturbations in view of the method of multiple scales were used to perturb the nonlinear elevation and the periodic terms at the same time. The small parameter ε was introduced in order to describe both outer and inner perturbations [21] . Thus, it is convenient to choose ε as the amplitude of the temperatures T ( j) ( j = 0, 1, 2). The surface deflection η(x,t) is expanded as a power series in ε to indicate the outer perturbation in the following form:
Then every order of the above elevation will be perturbed in the form
to indicate the inner perturbation. The perturbation of η n is expanded about η n0 , which represents the elevation in the absence of the temperatures. So, when we substitute (10) into (9), we obtain
where εη 10 + ε 2 η 20 + ε 3 η 30 + ... represents the elevation obtained by Nayfeh [28] in the case of absence of mass and heat transfer.
To study the perturbation of the system, in view of the multiple-scales method [12] , the variables t and x are scaled in the following manner:
where ε represents a small parameter characterizing the steepness ratio of the wave as well as measuring the amplitude temperatures. The perturbation quantities η and φ are expanded in the form
The short scale X 0 and the fast scale T 0 denote, respectively, the wavelength and the frequency of the wave. Here, T 1 and T 2 represent the slow temporal scales of the phase and the amplitude, respectively, whereas the long scales X 1 and X 2 stand for the spatial modulations of the phase and the amplitude.
For the first order, we can write
where k is the wavenumber, ω the frequency of the disturbance, γ an unknown slowly varying function denoting the amplitude of the propagation wave, which will be determined later, and the bar denotes the complex conjugate. The expansion (13) - (15) is assumed to be uniform for −∞ < x < ∞.
To evaluate the boundary conditions (5) - (7), we use the Maclaurin series expansions at y = 0 for the quantities involved. Substituting (13) and (14) into (5) - (7), and equating the coefficients of equal powers in ε, we obtain the linear as well as the successive higher-order equations. The hierarchy of the equations for each order can be obtained with the knowledge of the previous orders.
The solution of the first-order problem leads to the dispersion relation
which is the linear dispersion relation, as obtained earlier by Nayfeh [28] , h 1 → ∞ and h 2 → ∞. It is clear that the periodic coefficient of mass and heat transfer has no effect in the first-order problem.
Since we want to investigate the amplitude of the progressive exciting wave, we consider that the righthand side of (16) is positive and proceeds to higherorder problems. We shall analyze the problem to thirdorder perturbations only. To construct the amplitude equation, we should solve the boundary value problem to the second-order level of perturbations as well as of the third-order level. In order to obtain valid expansions of the second-and the third-order solutions, the secular terms must be eliminated. The elimination of the secular terms gives the solvability condition. In eliminating the secular terms, we must note that there exist two types of solvability conditions. The first one is obtained when the external frequency Ω is away from the disturbance frequency ω, i. e. it is the nonresonance case. The second one is the resonance case, which arises when Ω approaches 2ω or ω.
The Nonresonance Case
In the nonresonance case, the disturbance frequency ω is away from the external frequency Ω or its second harmonic frequency. Accordingly, the solvability condition at the second-order level of perturbations, which is corresponding to the factor exp(±iωT 0 ), is as obtained earlier by Nayfeh [28] ; thus
Moreover, the solvability condition, that is imposed from the third-order level of perturbations, is
where
.
In the light of the Gardner-Morikawa transformation
we can rewrite (18) as
where P = (23) is a standard nonlinear Schrödinger equation which can be used to study the stability behaviour at the nonresonance case. Nayfeh [28] showed that the stability arises as
where he used the following temporal solution for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (23):
where m 0 is a nonzero constant. The surface deflection in the nonresonance case is derived as η = εm 0 cos(kx−ωt)+ε 2 m 2 0 cos(2kx−2ωt)+..., (26) whereω = ω − ε 2 (R 0 α 2 0 + Qm 2 0 ).
Resonance Mechanisms
It should be noted that the uniformly valid secondorder displacement is given by
The coefficient B is still the same as defined by (21) . Inspection of the second-order displacement (27) reveals that two different small divisor terms do exist. The first one is due to the applied external frequency Ω .
When Ω ≈ 2ω, small divisors first appear in the expansion A, i. e. in the second-order level of the perturbation. Hence it is called second sub-harmonic resonance case. The second small divisor takes place in B, which occurs when
Waves that arise because of an interaction between the fundamental waves and their second harmonic ones are known as internal second harmonic resonance. In general, harmonic resonances may exist if (ω, k) and (nω, nk) satisfy the same dispersion relation [12] . When resonance occurs, we find that both the surface distortion and the excited volume pulsation undergo a modulation. At exact resonance, only amplitude modulations occur and the modulations are monotonic functions of time. The volume pulsation increases as it draws energy from the surfaces distortion mode. Near, but not at, resonance, energy exchanges cyclically between the surface and volumetric modes. The oscillations in this case experience both amplitude and phase modulation. The phase modulation, which results in changes in the oscillation frequencies, has previously been observed and studied for oscillations of liquid drops.
In order to study the effect of the time-dependent mass and heat transfer on the wave instability, we proceed to the following resonance cases:
The Second Sub-Harmonic Resonance Case
The second sub-harmonic resonance case arises when Ω is approaching 2ω. In this case we describe the nearness of Ω to 2ω by introducing the detuning parameter δ 1 defined by
At this stage the solvability condition at the secondorder level of perturbation is expressed as
Introducing the transformation
hence the above solvability condition will reduce to
In this case, the second-order displacement (27) can be rewritten if the coefficient A is replaced bỹ
In view of this knowledge, the amplitude equation can be constructed from the solvability condition at the third-order perturbations by the help of the secondorder level solvability condition (33) . The result imposes the following modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation:
Here the transformation (22) is used. This represents the amplitude equation that governs the behaviour of the wave propagation at the interface and is used to control the stability configuration in the second subharmonic resonance case. In the limiting case α 0 → 0, the standard nonlinear Schrödinger equation (35) arises. Such a nonlinear Schrödinger equation has not been investigated before; hence the stability conditions are unknown. In what follows we shall try to derive the stability criteria for the modified Schrödinger equation (35). The coefficients that appear in (35) are
,
Stability Analysis for the Modified Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (35)
To derive the stability configuration, we follow the Benjamin and Feir [29] and Stuart and DiPrima [30] analysis. Thus, we suppose the following solution for the Schrödinger equation (35):
where the amplitude m 0 is given by
The amplitude m 0 to be real, the following condition is required:
To study the stability criteria of (35) we perturb the solution (36) according to
where m 1 is an unknown complex function to be determined. Linearizing in m 1 , we find that m 1 satisfies the equation
wherem 1 (ξ , τ) is the complex conjugate of m 1 (ξ , τ). Now, we seek the solution of the above equation in the form
where a and b are complex amplitudes for the modulational wave. The parameters q and ϖ are the modulation wavenumber and frequency, respectively. Substituting the above solution into (36), two coupled equations of a and b are obtained:
For convenience, (43) has been written as the complex conjugate of the relation, which arises directly. The linear system of (42) and (43) yields the following dispersion relation:
At this end, the stability constrain requires that
This condition can be satisfied for an arbitrary disturbance q, if
(47) These are the stability criteria for all disturbances q. Condition (47) can be written in the form
Hence, in terms of the amplitude α 0 , condition (46) can be satisfied as
while condition (48) is verified as α 2 0 satisfies the inequalities
From the above discussion, the stability at the second harmonic resonance is present as These stability conditions can be obtained numerically.
It is easy to describe the surface deflection in the second resonance case as
wherek = k + εR 3 /R 1 and 
The Third Sub-Harmonic Resonance Case (the Case of Ω near ω)
In addition to the terms that produce secular terms in the second-order level there are some terms proportional to the factor exp[±i(Ω − 2ω)T 0 ] and producing secular terms. To treat this case, we introduce the detuning parameter δ 2 , defined according to
and hence
The analysis yields the amplitude equation
Equation (56) was investigated by Miles [31] and Umeki [32] . They suggested stationary solutions and studied the stability of the system numerically. To obtain the stability conditions of (56), we follow El-Dib's analysis [19] . Thus the stability conditions are given by
In this case, the surface deflection is given by
Numerical Illustration in the Second Harmonic Resonance Case
In this section, the aim is to determine the numerical profiles of the stability pictures of surface waves propagating through an interface between two superposed fluids. Before performing the numerical calculations for the transition curves in the resonance case, it is convenient to introduce the nondimensional form.
In this dimensionless form the characteristic
, and the characteristic time . Other dimensionless quantities are given (2) and Ω = Ω * g λ 1/2 , where the superposed asterisks refer to the dimensionless quantity, from what it will be omitted for simplicity. In graphing the stability picture in the sub-harmonic resonance case, the numerical computations are made for one of the resonance cases discussed above. The Fig. 2 . The same as in Fig. 1, except that Ω = 20. resonance case of the heat frequency Ω approaching twice the disturbance frequency ω (second subharmonic resonance case) is carried out. Thus, the calculations for the transition curves (49) and (50) are made and displayed in Figures 1 -5 . In these figures, the parameter α 2 0 of mass and heat transfer is plotted versus the wavenumber k. The stable region is characterized by the symbol S, while the unstable region is labeled by the symbol U. The graph is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a system having ρ = 0.5, h 1 = 1, h 2 = 0.5 and Ω = 10. Inspection of this graph shows that the increase of the amplitude for mass and heat transfer has a destabilizing influence on the stability criteria except for the resonance case. It is found that there are two stable zones bounded by the transition curves and embedded in unstable regions. A narrow stable region associated with a large stable region bounds the sharp resonance case which occurs at the exact case of Ω = 2ω. This sharp resonance lies at the resonance point having k = 3.44529. However, a stabilizing influence is achieved in the resonance case. This stabilizing role is due to the presence of the temperature frequency Ω . The stabilizing influence contrasts to the destabilizing influence of the electric field frequency, see [10, 11, 20] and [21] . To catch the influence of the temperature frequency, we repeated the calculations for Fig. 1 with Ω = 20 instead of Ω = 10; the results are illustrated in Figure 2 . Again, Fig. 3 is for increasing the temperature frequency to the value 30. Comparison of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 reveals that an increase in the frequency Ω yields a shifting of the resonance point towards increasing wavenumber k. When Ω = 20, the resonance point is at k = 5.355794, while for Ω = 30, it lies at k = 6.989165. Associated with shifting of the resonance point, there is an increasing width of the stable zone in the resonance region. This shows stabilizing for increasing the temperature frequency. It is clear that the frequency Ω destabilizes the amplitude α 0 . Elhefnawy and Radwan [33] have demonstrated that the mass and heat transfer have a destabilizing influence on the system. In order to examine the variation of the density ratio on the stability behaviour, we repeated the calculations of Fig. 1 taking ρ = 1.0 and ρ = 1.5. The results are displayed in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively. Comparison of Figs. 1, 4 and 5 shows that the increase in ρ affects the narrow stable region, in which a destabilizing role is found. On the other hand, the increase in ρ leads to a slight shift of the resonance point in the direction of increasing k. It is found that the resonance point lies at k = 3.71515 when ρ = 1.0, and at k = 3.94803 when ρ = 1.5.
